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Going for gold
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Troy eighth graders completed an experiment
on Friday to test how long it takes packing peanuts to biodegrade.

Planting seeds in
Troy: Mobile Ag Ed
Science Lab returns
Review Photo/BRIANNE OSTRANDER

Seeley Carlin and Ariah Cooke joined the captains of the Athens Wildcats and Canton Warriors for
the coin toss at Friday’s Gold Out Game.

Athens, Canton match-up more than just a game
BY BRIANNE
OSTRANDER
Staff Writer

ATHENS — As captains
of the Athens Wildcat football team walked to the
center of the field for the
coin toss against the Canton
Warriors Friday night, they
were joined by two special
guests — Ariah Cooke and
Seeley Carlin.
Small but mighty Cooke
and Carlin, both elementary students in Athens Area
School District, were the
spotlight of a game that
transformed from Athens’
Homecoming into a multischool, multi-community
effort to support the kids
in their fight against childhood cancer.
The Gold Out Game
brought teams and communities together in waves of
white and gold T-shirts, gold
and black pom-poms and
ribbons, gold balloons and
even golden decals placed
on the helmets of not only
Athens and Canton football
players but also every football team in Bradford County, along with two teams
in Tioga County, as they
played their own games.
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Canton’s Timmy Ward hands a signed football to
Ariah Cooke as the two came out for captains
before the game.
All proceeds from merchandise sales, a raffle, a
penny war between Canton and Athens districts, a
bake sale at the game and
admission donations were
to be donated to Carlin and
Cooke’s families.
Local businesses and
individuals also gathered,
pitching in in their own
ways to raise money for the
families — be it through

making donations to raffles, organizing bake sales
themselves or purchasing
T-shirts for their staff.
Though a total was not
yet calculated Friday night,
approximately $4,750 was
raised through T-shirt
sales, $1,080 through helmet decals, and $5,371.15
through the penny war
which was won by Athens.
At half time, a group of

honored guests who had
overcome cancer themselves presented the Athens Homecoming Queen
with gold roses and a gold
balloon release was hosted afterward in honor and
memory of those who have
battled the disease.
Trivia facts about childhood cancer were also
read over the loudspeaker
throughout the Gold Out
Game.
“It has been amazing,
very overwhelming, amazing, beautiful, all of the
good words you can think
of honestly, scary, it really
has been great, it really has,
the community support is
unbelievable,” told co-organizer Michelle Ward,
mother of Timmy Ward, a
Canton football player who
overcame cancer last year.
Ward stated that at the
beginning of planning the
event, organizers ordered
500 T-shirts hoping to be
able to sell all of them and
ended up selling 950 and
having to turn would-be
buyers away.
“I didn’t expect it to get
that big but it doesn’t surprise me that it got that big.
See GOLD Page A10

Goodbye, Three Mile Island: Remaining reactor shuts down
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — The money-losing Three
Mile Island, the 1979 site of the United States’ worst commercial nuclear power accident, was shut down Friday by
its energy giant owner.
The end of the 45-year electricity-producing career of
Three Mile Island Unit 1 came after Chicago-based Exelon
Corp. tried and failed to get financial aid from Pennsylvania in the spring.
Three Mile Island’s Unit 1 opened in 1974 and was
licensed to operate through 2034, but Exelon complained
the plant was losing money in competitive electricity markets.
Three Mile Island also faced particularly difficult economics because the 1979 accident that destroyed Unit 2 left
it with just one reactor.
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Decommissioning Unit 1, dismantling its buildings and
removing spent fuel could take six decades and cost more
than $1 billion, Exelon estimates, although companies specializing in the handling of radioactive material are buying retired U.S. nuclear reactors and promising to do it in
under a decade.
The destroyed Unit 2 is sealed, and its twin cooling towers remain standing. Its core was shipped years ago to the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Idaho National Laboratory.
What is left inside the containment building remains highly radioactive and encased in concrete.
Work to dismantle Unit 2 is scheduled to begin in 2041
and be completed in 2053, its owner, FirstEnergy, has
said.
No nuclear plant proposed after the 1979 accident has
been successfully completed and put into operation in the
United States.
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DEATHS

BY BRIANNE OSTRANDER
Staff Writer

TROY — What
do soy beans,
packing peanuts
and the scientific method have
in common? A
Mobile Ag Ed
Science Lab!
One of Pennsylvania’s six
Review Photo/BRIANNE OSTRANDER
Mobile AgriculOne of six Mobile Ag Ed
tural Education
Science Labs that roam
Science Labs
visited Troy
Pennsylvania visited Troy
Intermediate
Intermediate School this week.
School this week
and welcomed students in kindergarten through eighth
grades to dive into the science of the world around them.
Through experiments with soybeans and cement, water
testing, biodegradable packing peanuts, pizza and more, the
Mobile Ag Ed Lab lends each student an opportunity to discover first hand the science of their food sources and beyond.
“I think the biggest benefit (of the lab) is first of all
every single child is doing hands-on science,” stated
Mobile Ag Lab teacher Mark Kline. “It’s all about handson science and whether you live on a farm or not, kids
don’t realize that if they eat then agriculture affects them
every day. So, it’s just kind of that raising that awareness
that agriculture is all around us even if we’re not sure.”
Kline explained that the six agriculture labs travel
across the Commonwealth and are sponsored by Pennsylvania Friends of Agriculture, a non-profit organization run through the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau and
funded by local donations at each school.
Kline stated that lessons from the lab can serve as a start
to students becoming more interested in science and agriculture with a hands-on element not offered as often as technology becomes more and more prominent in the classroom.
“You hope to plant the seed, you may not see it grow
but you hope that it does,” he said. “We’re going too much
towards technology...and not that there’s not technology in
the agricultural field as well, however there are still some
basic elements that kids ought to know that does not involve
a computer, does not involve a smartphone, does not involve
that sort of thing and it’s basic to them every single day.”
Connect with Bri: (570) 265-2151 ext. 1627; bostrander@thedailyreview.com; Facebook @Brianne Ostrander Daily Review.
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Mark Kline addressed eighth graders in the
Mobile Ag Ed Science Lab on Friday before performing an experiment with packing peanuts.
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for tributes and other features
— H.G. Wells, English author
(born this date in 1866,
died 1946.)
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